
November 9th - Veteran’s Day Parade
November 10th- Virtual Day
November 11th - Veteran’s Day/No School
November 21st to 25th - Thanksgiving Break
For further information, email us!

ELA/Reading: Scholars will learn more about informational text and read a text that helps me analyze text structure in an

informational text (Shared Reading: A Place for Frogs by Melissa Stewart)

Words of the Week (Spelling words are typically test every two weeks): 

● Vocabulary for the Week: comeback, native, migrating, restore, fungus

● Spelling for the Week (Final Stable Syllables, i.e. -le, -tion, -sion): scuffle, article, ripple, particle, assemble, 

untangle, observe, observation, situate, situation, declare, declaration, occupy, occupation, invade, invasion, collide, 
collison, extend, extension
*Challenge Spelling: administration, irrigation, preamble

Writing: Scholars can use elements of informational writing to write an informational article. Scholars will also distinguish 

irregularities in subject-verb agreement.

Social Studies: How do we learn through our observations? A look into Protecting Elements of Nature (i.e. National Park Services)

Math: Lessons #33-#37  (Rounding Numbers, Division w/ zeros in the quotient, word problems, classifying triangles, 

drawing pictures of fractions) *Due to different class scheduling, math lessons may vary for the fifth grade team*

Science: Energy and Matter in Organisms

Thank you for celebrating Red Ribbon week with us! 
Freedom Eagles are PROUD to be DRUG FREE! 

Virtual Day will be a THURSDAY. Please consult with your 
homeroom teacher about how virtual learning will be 
conducted. If you are unable to login for virtual learning, the 
student is responsible for notifying the teacher prior to 
November 10th to make appropriate accommodations.

Check all grades on Infinite Campus. For access, you will 
have to contact the office. 

10.31-11.04
Mrs. Zelbst at victoria.shell@lawtonps.org
Mrs. Seaman at amber.seaman@lawtonps.org
Mr. Hilterbrand at jeremy.hilterbrand@lawtonps.org
Mrs. Corby at katherine.corby@lawtonps.org
Mr. Whipp at rwhippsr@lawtonps.org
Nicole Dillinger-Hubbard at nicole.dillinger@lawtonps.org (Counselor)


